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The Jericho Principle: How Companies Use Strategic Collaboration to Find New Sources of ValueJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Understanding the opportunities and dangers of innovation through intercompany collaboration
 The Jericho Principle identifies key trends and patterns in the increasing use of collaboration by corporations and creates a strategic and operational framework for answering key questions about the why and how of using collaboration to rapidly...
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RFID SecuritySyngress Publishing, 2006
RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) is a method of remotely storing and receiving data using devices called RFID tags. RFID tags can be small adhesive stickers containing antennas that allow them to receive and respond to transmissions from RFID transmitters. RFID tags are used to identify and track everything from Exxon EZ passes to dogs to...
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Green IT in PracticeIT Governance Publishing, 2008

	There is a scientific consensus that we need to act rapidly to
	cut carbon dioxide emissions if we are to limit the most
	extreme effects of climate change. The IT sector is in a
	unique position to act as a catalyst for this change. By
	implementing simple efficiencies, the sector can reduce its
	carbon footprint – which currently...
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SAS Intelligence Platform: Overview (Second Edition)SAS Institute, 2006
This guide is the point-of-entry document for understanding the basics of the SAS Intelligence Platform. It discusses the benefits of the SAS Intelligence Platform to businesses, describes the architecture of the SAS Intelligence Platform, and provides an overview of each software component in the platform.

The SAS Intelligence Platform...
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The Fertile Earth: Nature's Energies in Agriculture, Soil Fertilisation and Forestry (The Eco-Technology Series, Volume 3)Gateway, 2001
What is the essence of a tree? How does a blade of grass grow? What do we really understand of the internal events and forces responsible for their upward thrust towards the heavens, and on what conditions do these energies depend? Where do they come from and how do they interact? What inhibits their proper interaction, and what enhances it? As the...
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Selenium WebDriver Practical GuidePackt Publishing, 2014

	Creating automation test scripts for your web applications with Selenium WebDriver has never been easier thanks to this user-friendly book. All you need is a basic knowledge of Core Java, and then the practical tutorials supply the rest.


	Overview

	
		Covers basic to advanced concepts of WebDriver
	...
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Going Wireless: Transform Your Business with Mobile TechnologyCollins, 2002
Going Wireless delivers the unexpected by showing how wireless is transforming every type of enterprise from micro-businesses to multi-national conglomerates.
Award-winning technology journalist Jaclyn Easton begins with an in-depth look at owning your customers and clients through mobile commerce -- whether your company focuses on...
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Static Analysis of Software: The Abstract Interpretation (ISTE)John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	The existing literature currently available to students and researchers is very general, covering only the formal techniques of static analysis.


	This book presents real examples of the formal techniques called "abstract interpretation" currently being used in various industrial fields: railway, aeronautics, space,...
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Encyclopedia of Multimedia Technology and NetworkingIdea Group Publishing, 2005
The purpose of the Encyclopedia of Multimedia Technology and Networking is to offer a written
compendium of human knowledge related to the emerging multimedia digital metamarket.

Multimedia technology, networks and online interactive multimedia services are taking advantage of a
series of radical innovations in converging...
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Understanding Luxury Fashion: From Emotions to Brand Building (Palgrave Advances in Luxury)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		Offering an original contribution to the field of luxury and fashion studies, this edited collection takes a philosophical perspective, addressing the idea that humans need luxury. From this framework it delves deep into two particular dimensions of luxury, emotions and society, and concludes with cases of brand building in order to...
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Supply Chain Management Based on SAP Systems: Architecture and Planning Processes (SAP Excellence)Springer, 2009
Supply Chain Management (SCM) is not a buzzword like many others in management and IT - it is here to stay. "Megatrends" such as globalization and increasing specialization result in a complex division of labor at national and international levels. Lean and agile supply chains have become a major anagement target, and the...
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Making IT Governance Work in a Sarbanes-Oxley WorldJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
It may not be readily apparent, but IT is undergoing what may be its
most significant revolution ever—a revolution driven by rapidly
emerging new business models, the power of the customer, global
operations, and radical new technologies at the edge of the Net. And
this revolution is having as much impact on how technology...
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